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Abstract

Improved results following liver transplantation (LT) over the past 20 years have led clinicians to push boundaries and expand its
indications. LT in non-resectable colorectal liver metastases (NCRLM) is being revisited with an aim to radically improve survival.
By utilizing new tools for preoperative patient selection, modern operative techniques for LT and an aggressive attitude against
metastases, long-term survival, and even cure could be expected. This paper reviews the current status of liver transplantation for
NCRLM with an eye on the future.
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1. Background

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common can-
cer worldwide and over half of these patients develop liver
metastases during the course of their disease, resulting in
two-thirds of CRC-related deaths (1, 2). Hepatectomy re-
mains the only potentially curative treatment available for
resectable colorectal liver metastases (CRLM) (3, 4). This
modality is however, plagued with disease recurrence rates
of over 70% during the first three years (5, 6). These patients
and those who present initially with non-resectable CRLM
(NCRLM) are either treated with palliative chemotherapy
or forms of regional ablative therapy with an overall sur-
vival of 10 - 38 months (3-7).

In the past, liver transplantation (LT) has been per-
formed for NCRLM with unacceptably high recurrence and
poor outcomes, leading to restrictions in allotting organs
for this indication (8-10). Over the last decade however,
treatment of CRLM has markedly improved with advances
in radiologic imaging and more accurate staging, as well as
improved systemic chemotherapy, leading to a cautiously
renewed interest in LT for NCRLM (10). There still remains a
lot to be defined before LT can enter the NCRLM treatment
armamentarium; especially keeping in mind the univer-
sal shortage of deceased donors. Thus, rigorous patient se-
lection, as well as a critical review of the outcomes of LT
for CRLM is needed to continually reassess whether this
therapy is warranted. The aim of this paper is to provide
the current and evolving evidence on the status of LT for
NCRLM.

2. Results of LT for NCRLM

Scandinavian countries, especially Norway, are fortu-
nate to have surplus of deceased donor organs, with me-
dian waiting time for a liver transplant being less than a
month. This led a team from Oslo University Hospital to
perform a pilot study on the role of LT for CRLM (11). Their
study, named the SECA trial, had an inclusion criteria of
patients with post R0 primary colorectal resection with at
least six weeks of one or more chemotherapy agents being
administered for metastatic disease, along with the pres-
ence of NCRLM with no extrahepatic disease in patients
with ECOG performance status 0 - 1. Pre-transplantation,
all patients underwent a staging laparotomy to rule out
extrahepatic disease. Of the 21 patients who underwent
deceased-donor LT (DDLT), recurrence was noted in 19
(90%) patients and 6 (29%) patients died of disseminated
CRC after a median of 26 (6 - 41) months. The median follow-
up time was 27 (8 - 60) months and the 1-, 3-, and 5-year
overall survival (OS) was 95%, 68%, and 60%, respectively
(11). Seven patients had CRC recurrence in the transplanted
liver. No preoperative or adjuvant chemotherapy was ad-
ministrated in this study and the post-transplant immuno-
suppressive protocol included mTOR inhibitors. Despite
this trial having a few shortfalls, it marked a change in
thought process, breaking the conventional reluctance to-
wards LT for NCRLM due to poor results.

Another study by the same group, compared the SECA
trial cohort with a subpopulation from those of a multicen-
tre randomized three-arm trial (NORDIC VII trial), which
assessed outcomes following various chemotherapeutic
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regimens in patients with advanced CRC (12, 13). The 47
patients with liver-only metastases who did not undergo
liver resection in the NORDIC VII trial (and therefore were
treated with chemotherapy only) were compared with the
21 patients who underwent LT in the SECA trial. The five-
year survival of the SECA trial cohort was 56%. This was sig-
nificantly longer than that of the NORDIC VII cohort (19%),
highlighting the survival advantage provided by LT in
these patients (12, 13). Given that there are no randomized
controlled trials comparing LT with standard chemother-
apy, this likely is the best available evidence comparing LT
with standard of care chemotherapy.

Twelve patients from a European consortium under-
went LT for NCRLM at a median of 41 months following
primary tumour resection, of which 11 patients received
chemotherapy before LT. LT was part of the planned treat-
ment strategy in six of the patients. The median follow-
up was 26 months and the 1-, 3-, and 5-year OS was 83%,
62%, and 50%, respectively (14). Four of the patients were
alive without cancer recurrence after 48 months. Despite
its shortcomings (e.g., lack of standardization and small
sample size), this is the first report to show that long-term
cure can be achieved with LT (14). Improving results over
the past two decades could in part be due to a stringent se-
lection criterion along with the development of effective
chemotherapy regimens and dramatic improvements in
the perioperative care of LT recipients (15). However, the
recurrence rates in these studies remained high, and ad-
versely patient survival.

3. The Future & Ethical Considerations

With sporadic studies showing encouraging results,
there are now several ongoing trials to further address the
potential of LT for NCRLM (16). The SECA-II trial is an open
label, randomized controlled trial to assess the OS between
patients undergoing LT or liver resection. Recruitment is
ongoing and the study is likely to conclude in 2027. An-
other trial from the Oslo University group is the resection
and partial liver segment 2/3 transplantation with delayed
total hepatectomy (RAPID) trial (17). The principle is to per-
form a left lateral segmentectomy followed by an ortho-
topic transplantation of a left lateral segment graft. To-
tal hepatectomy of the remaining diseased liver is delayed
until the transplanted graft has reached sufficient volume
(18). The RAPID trial will assess safety and benefit of this
procedure in transplanted patients undergoing a comple-
tion hepatectomy within four weeks. Stipulated comple-
tion time of the study is 2028 (18). The French TRANS-
MET trial is recruiting patients with CRLM to a randomized
open label trial to receive standard of care chemotherapy

or LT plus chemotherapy (19). The results are planned to be
published in 2027.

The ethical dilemma always remains of randomiz-
ing patients to receive chemotherapy alone when smaller
studies have shown better survival with LT. Another conun-
drum is that of offering deceased donor organs to CRLM-LT
recipients, especially when hardcore evidence in its favour
is yet lacking. Given the eternal shortage of deceased
donor organs, live donor LT (LDLT) may help ease this sit-
uation. Even with LDLT, the principle of double equipoise
(balancing donor safety with recipient outcomes) need to
be addressed conclusively before LT for CRLM can become
part of its evidence-based treatment algorithm (20).

4. Conclusion

Dramatic improvements in patient survival after LT,
along with effective chemotherapeutic agents, adequate
risk stratification, and patient selection criteria have led to
better survival in patients with CRLM undergoing LT than
was seen two decades ago. Further large structured studies
along with ethical debates on this topic are needed before
LT can become the standard of care for NCRLM.
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